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Analysing multiple images simultaneously is another feature of ImageJ which makes disc
analysis easier and faster. In the context of VIRTUE-s, this is suitable for determining the
area coverage of the discs at a stage when fouling is still sparse. In this example, several
photomicrographs of a single disc are used to extrapolate to the total area of the disc
covered by diatoms.
As a prerequisite, a reference scale (stage micrometre) needs to be photographed (cf.
tutorial Microscopy and ImageJ). In addition, it is important that the magnification of
the reference scale and the images to be analysed as well as, if possible, the
focus/adjustments are the same. Also, in your image the areas of interest should have a
very good contrast to the background.
1. Download the version of Fiji ImageJ which is compatible with the operating system
of your computer from this website: https://imagej.net/Fiji/Downloads
(The following description refers to Version 2.0.0 of ImageJ as of 2018-12-04 (check in Menu Fiji About ImageJ). If a different version is used, some modifications may have to be made, but in
principle the procedure should still be applicable.)

2. Open the program Fiji and you will see the tool selection bar under the menu bar.
(Figures in this tutorial are from the Mac version. Under Windows or Linux, details
may look different).

(If you are working with a freshly installed version of Fiji, no adjustments need to be made. If you
have used this version of Fiji before and changed some settings in Edit - Options, you should go to
Edit - Options - Reset, confirm the reset and restart Fiji to make sure you are using the default
settings required in this tutorial. Check under Process - Binary - Options and ensure that the box
“Black background” is activated.)

3. Set the scale. Load the picture of your reference scale by dragging the file and
dropping it on the tool selection bar. In our example (file
8X@20180112_174424.jpeg in the collection of practice images) we have a dot with
a known diameter of 0.6 mm from a Motic 4-dot calibration slide.
Choose the “Straight” tool (black arrow) from the tool selection bar and draw a
straight line across the diameter of the dot (yellow arrow).
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Click on Analyze – Set Scale in the menu bar and fill in the information on “Known
distance” (0.6) and “Unit of length” (mm). Select Global to use this scale for all the
images you are going to analyse. Confirm with OK. Close the image of the reference
scale.
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4. Now open the images you want to analyse. You can select all the images to be
analysed at the same time and drag and drop them on the tool selection bar. All the
images will appear on your screen. Check to make sure that all images are open in
ImageJ. If this is not the case, you may have to drag and drop the missing images
individually onto the tool selection bar.

For this tutorial we have a group of 6 images of randomly chosen areas on a disc
deployed for four weeks in December. Notice that growth is still sparse and no
individual organisms can be counted under this magnification under a
stereomicroscope. The dark areas are colonies of diatoms (microscopic algae) that
were identified under a light microscope before taking the photographs. We now
want to estimate the total area occupied by the diatoms on the disc from these 6
samples.
5. Create a Stack. Select Image – Stacks – Images to Stack. Give a name to your stack.
In this example we will name the stack “December” in reference to the month of
deployment. Activate “Use Titles as Labels” and “Keep Source Images”. The latter
will retain the original images. You can use these as reference images after the
pictures have been converted. Click “OK”.
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6. A stack is now created with your images. (All original images will also be retained as
individual pictures.) On your screen you will see one image with a slide bar (black
arrow) at the bottom edge of the window. By moving the slider you can switch
between the individual images in the stack. A filename to the upper left (yellow
arrow, here ‘8X@20180112_180158’) shows which image in the stack is currently
displayed. The red arrow gives the size represented by the complete frame. In this
example, you are looking at a portion of the disc with an area of
8.16 mm x 6.12 mm = 49.94 mm2.

7. Process the images. You only need to process one image because your adjustments
will be applied to all the other images in the stack. Select Image – Type – 8 bit. All
images will be transformed to greyscale images.
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8. Improve the quality of the images for easier thresholding. Select Image – Adjust –
Brightness/Contrast. Adjust the slide bars to get a brighter image with high
contrast. Check the other images and to see if the quality of these images has also
improved. (At this point you do not need to press “Apply”. Pressing it will mainly
change the look of the “B&C” display in the next steps.)

9. Threshold the images. (This is necessary because the next operations will only work
on binary images)
Select Image – Adjust – Auto Threshold. A window will appear. Activate “Stack”
and deactivate “White objects on black background” (since currently we have
dark objects on a bright background). Select the Method “Default”. Click “OK”.
The images are now left in a binary mode with black and white as only remaining
colours. In addition, these two colours have been inverted. (Black was defined as the
background colour in Process - Binary - Options in step 2, and so the program
expects white areas as the objects to analyse.)
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Compare the thresholded images with the original pictures and check if all the
regions you want to analyse are now white against a black background. (If you are
running out of space on the screen, minimize the 6 individual pictures and recall
them individually from the Window menu.)
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10. Select Analyze – Set Measurements. Choose “Area”, “Limit to threshold” and
“Stack Position”. Point “Redirect to:” to the name of your stack (in our example to
“December”). Click “OK”.

11. Make measurements. Select Analyze – Analyze Particles. Adjust the settings to:
Size: 0 – Infinity. Circularity : 0.00 – 1.00. (These settings will take all shapes and
sizes into account.) Choose Show: Masks to give you visual feedback on the areas
analyzed. Activate: Display results and Summarize. Click “OK”.

12. A new window will ask if all images should be processed. Select “Yes”.
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13. Several windows with the results will appear but only the Summary is of interest for
us. In the example below the number of “particles” (i.e. white areas) analyzed in each
of the 6 images is given (red box), as well as the total area of all the particles in each
image (blue box).

14. Calculate the total area covered by diatoms on the disc:
•

Total area analysed (TAA) = area of one image × number of images =
= 49.94 mm2 × 6
(see Step 6)
= 299.64 mm2
= 2.996 cm2

•

Total area covered by diatoms in the images (TAD)
= 6.736 + 6.286 + 2.483 + 4.518 + 3.773 + 4.518 = 28.314 mm2
= 0.283 cm2
• Percentage Cover in analysis
= (TAD ÷ TAA) × 100 = (0.283 cm2 ÷ 2.996 cm2) × 100 = 9.45 %
•

Total area of the disc (AD).
We have a disc with a diameter of 8.5 cm.
Area of the disc = π r2, where r = radius = diameter ÷ 2 = 4.25 cm
Area of the disc = 3.1416 × (4.25)2 = 56.75 cm2

•

Extrapolate the area covered by diatoms to the total area of the disc (TADD)
= (TAD ÷ TAA) x AD
= (0.283 cm2 ÷ 2.996 cm2) × 56.75 cm2
= 0.0945 × 56.75 cm2
= 5.36 cm2
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